
 

 

Heavy Water Columbia Valley, OR 2018 

Grape: Riesling 

Vineyard: Hillside Vineyard, The Dalles, OR 

Region: Columbia Valley AVA, Oregon 

Elevation:  680 ft 

Soil: Silty Loam over Chenowith Sandstone 

Vineyard Planted: 1983 

Spacing: 3 x 10  

Pruning: Lyre 

Farming: Hillside will be certified L.I.V.E. in Oregon in 2019, but in the Riesling rows there are no 

synthetic herbicides or fungicides, including fungicides such as glyphosate. Mildew sprays are 

conducted with mineral oil, sulfur and other OMRI certified products. Some biodynamic and 

holistic sprays are employed throughout the season to supplement the traditional spray program 

for soil health, mildew and heat stress respectively. 

Vintage Note: Having not worked in this vineyard prior to 2018, I had no bearings on what was 

normal. Early spring was pretty classic Oregon, rainy and mild, but with a few heat spikes 

punctuated along the way with budbreak landing in the last week of April. Warmer, drier spring 

weather followed bud break and into the bloom phase, where there was very warm weather that 

reduced the crop size. Heat spikes into the 100’s for prolonged periods plagued the season post 

bloom and, having not had the experience yet with this area in this vineyard, I may have been a 

little too aggressive with shoot thinning and some clusters got fried from sunburn, reducing yield 

even further. Lesson learned? Maybe.  What happened though was what made Heavy Water  what 

it is, and I’m certainly ok with that. I decided to pick in early September on the morning of the 13th 

when sugars and flavors seemed right, but while the yield was far from ideal, I couldn’t argue with 

the quality of the raw material, With the training system, there was a good mix of variation in the 

fruit: sun kissed clusters on the outer layers and green, tart flavors on the inside clusters.  

Winemaking Note: Once in the cellar, I destemmed everything into a T-Bin and waited. Being the 

first thing in the cellar that year, there weren’t the abundant yeast populations built up yet and it 

took some time to wake up. Once it did, I began a daily routine of pump overs for the first few days 

while fermentation was at its peak temperature, but backed off later on and became much more 

gentle with light punch downs toward press day. All in all the Riesling was on its skins for two full 

weeks before pressing. I let the juice settle over night before racking into old barrel and flex tank. 

No lees stirring at any point and no racking of the wine until bottling in April. Bottled without 

filtration or fining and an addition of 16ppm sulfur was added a month prior to bottling. Refined in 

bottle for four months prior to release.  


